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Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) have taken the world by storm, offering

creators a new way to showcase their art and connect with

audiences in exciting and innovative ways. The Trog Evolution NFT

collection takes this concept even further by not only showcasing

fantastic artwork by LurkLovesYou but also raising funds for a

noble cause.

 

Trog Evolution is a 10,000 digital assets collection that has been

created with a purpose beyond just art, as the funds raised from the

sales of these NFTs will be used to build a children's center with

supplementary education in Sierra Leone, West Africa. With this, we

aim to promote positive change in the world by investing in

education and giving back to communities in need.

 

The Trog Evolution NFT collection comes with a utility that caters

to both the degens and those who want to make a difference.

Whether you are an art lover, an investor, or someone who wants

to give back, the Trog Evolution NFT collection has something for

everyone.

 

In this whitepaper, we will take a look at the Trog Evolution NFT

collection, including its design, roadmap, and future plans. We will

also discuss how this collection is not just a work of art but a

platform for positive change and community building.

 

By investing in the Trog Evolution NFT collection, you are not only

acquiring a unique and valuable asset but also making a tangible

difference in the lives of children in Sierra Leone. We hope that

this whitepaper inspires you to join us in this noble cause and

become a part of this exciting journey.
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The Trog Evolution NFT collection is a collaboration between

blockchain technology, art, and philanthropy. The artwork has been

created by the world-renowned artist, LurkLovesYou, known for his

unique style and mesmerizing visuals.

 

The design of each NFT is intricately detailed and showcases the

artist's signature style. Each NFT is a unique piece of art, with no

two pieces being the same. This uniqueness is made possible through

blockchain technology, which ensures that each NFT is one-of-a-

kind and cannot be replicated.

 

By owning one of these NFTs, you not only acquire a valuable piece

of art but also make a tangible difference in the lives of children in

Sierra Leone. The Trog Evolution NFT collection represents the

evolution and the growth of a community dedicated to positive

change.

 

 

design & concept



Each Trog Evolution NFT will be priced at $50, which includes a

Diamond, Platinum, or Gold pass. The pass you receive will be

determined by what you mint. The passes come with different

utilities and perks, adding further value to the NFTs.
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pricing & utility
The passes add utility to the NFTs and provide a range of benefits to

the holders, making them even more valuable. Trog Evolution NFT

collection offers a unique opportunity for the degens,  art

enthusiasts, collectors, and philanthropists to contribute to a

noble cause while owning a valuable piece of art.
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roadmap
Trog Evolution collection launch

troglodyte SOCIETY NFTS companion Dire Wolves - free

companion nft for OG Trogs  

Trog Evolved Companion evolved dire wolves - free

companion nft for TrogEvolution HOLDERS 

 A war is coming - pick a side 

 Red carpet event - in celebration of the center being

completed

 THE opening of TROGLODYTE SOCIETY Children'S Centre  

 Trogs to Africa  -  center open to members

 Trogs evolution Avatar in the Pikamoon game 

 Trog Comic Book

 Bahamas - Welcome to the Bahamas                        
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Ahmed Kadi ~ Founder

Shay Kadi ~ Co-Founder

Tony ~ Operations Manager

LurkLovesYou ~ Artist

Brenden ~ Marketing

Jarod ~ Project Manager

team



The_Mad_Booker

FearMyNFT

Metacarpus

team



partnerships

NFA pikamoon

the bullishTradr



mint

your trog evolution nft will be available to mint

via our minting dapp:

 

www.trogevolution.eth



get in contact
www.troglodytesociety.com

https://twitter.com/Trogevolution

admin@troglodytesociety.com

https://discord.gg/XRnJbbcswJ

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVJgVAaoA8

awJBsPrNiK3Qw

https://www.instagram.com/troglodytesociety/?

hl=en

https://www.tiktok.com/@troglodytesociety?

lang=en

https://www.facebook.com/profile.p

hp?id=100089948091645


